
Village Daily Lessons 101  
Daily ski/ride lessons for children aged 5-12, levels 1-6.  
 

A great experience for kids to improve their skiing/riding in a group setting, we want 

everyone to have fun and to be safe! 

Supervisors 
Diego Herrera montellano e:Diego.A.Herreramonte@vailresorts.com  

Briony Valentine e:Briony.Valentine@vailresorts.com  

VILLAGE DAILIES MOBILE CONTACT: 604 968 8249 

Morning meeting – 8am @Whistler kids (next to the gondola)  

Please check the Daily Update for relevant information for village dailies! https://forms.office.com/r/5eY5PgtnYP 

Morning sign in 8:30am (kids arrive) 
- In the morning you will be assigned a task to help with the sign in process  

- Greeter – the greeter in the morning will greet guests and guide them to the correct place 

- Ticket checker – check kids tickets, make sure they have a lift pass and safety voucher with the correct date, 

parents names and numbers and their own name, any allergies  

- Flaik – everyone needs a flaik (instructors too) place this on the kids leg under their knee 

- Bibs – Juniors aged 5 and 6 wear kinder-vests, please check their age and put a bib on them (we have sizes 

S,M,L) 

- Level Assessment – ask questions on their ski/ride ability, check our level assessment sheet for guidance 

https://www.wbsnowschool.ca/assets/images/LEVEL-ASSESS-INFOGRAPHIC.pdf, if you are unsure please ask 

others for help  

- Level Captains/ Class sign in - sign in classes taking all kids information. 
- Board and Runner – Person in charge of filling out the board with instructors/groups etc. Runner 

helps the board person with finding instructors or anything else needed. 

With your group 

- Check all information on class card is filled in 

and correct and ensure you have all children 

with you (be aware of any special 

requirements/allergies) –  
- Ensure you know what time lunch is for your 

group  

- Flaik your class in using the black flaik gun. Scan 

their pass then scan the flaik, repeat then scan 

yourself into the class. If unsure ask for help, 

every child needs to be scanned into a class so we can track them if needed! 

- Drop your lunch card off before 10am! 
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Lessons Begin 9am!  
- Find out who else is teaching your level, speak with level captain, arrange meeting points for splits if needed 

- Pay attention to energy levels of your class and plan! (5,6yr olds can get tired easily when learning to 

ski/ride, breaks are allowed but please keep these short 15mins max)   

- If you need a washroom break please ask another instructor to look after your kids  

Splits  
- Identify if one of your kids needs to be moved up or down a level ASAP  

- Share contact information with others so you can contact them to arrange a ski off/assess the level of the 

new group  

- You must make sure the new group is a better fit than yours by either skiing with them or assessing the 

group before you pass the student on 

- If you are passing a student to someone else you must sign them off on your class card and make sure the 

next instructor has all relevant information especially any allergies the student has or any special 

requirements 

Lunch @ the CLC (no longer than 45mins)  
- Please check when your lunch time is according to your group and level and arrive on time 

- All outerwear should be taken off before eating and should be organized (mesh bags) 

- We serve the kids lunch and all other food – Gloves MUST be worn at all times when dealing with food and 

serving the kids 

- Hand washing is also a MUST before everyone eats any food.  

- Please ensure groups are well behaved during lunch and are respecting others. (kids are not allowed 

anywhere in the kitchen or food areas) 

- Please tidy up after your class and wipe down the table using a cloth and spray 

- All kids to go to the washroom before heading back out (NO PEE NO SKI)  

Sign out 3pm  
- Please be down with your group at 3pm (plan your afternoon accordingly so you are not too early or late!)  

- Provide any feedback and report cards to parents – highlights of the day/any injuries/close calls/ incidents  

- Signatures of parents are required to sign out kids  

- Fill out end levels and back of class card  

- Sign out with supervisor (inside) and have a debrief of the day  

- Return all bibs and FLAIKS inside the building   

Additional Information 
Please follow the WB safety manual and stay with your class at all times 

Whistler Kids has designated runs and areas on the mountain for each level - instructors are required to 

have their steeps 1/park safety to teach in the park and in purple areas on the ski school map  

Avoid skiing or teaching anything new after 2pm  

Most importantly be safe and have fun! 

Reach out to us if you need, we are here to help 


